
Stadt.Land.Inn Core Team
FR 28 July 2023

With: Daniela, Nadine, Christian and Bettina Mann

Topics
1. free tree Werewolves and Speed Dating - Update from Nadine and me
2. a new activist would like to join - a returnee from Salzburg
3. Considerations for activities in the fall

a. possible activities?
b. Maternity leave: how to hand over?
c. Annual plan

4. Additionally: City.Country.Table

City.Country.Table
The last one was well attended, too well almost: it was reserved only for 4 people, and in the 
end there were 7. The staff was a little unhappy with it because there was a lot going on and the 
space was already very tight therefore. Dani suggests that we reserve for 6 people to be on the 
safe side.

For August nothing was planned yet. We have decided together that we still ask with a post in 
the group whether who would be present and then possibly a regulars' table arises. Update: it 
has then not come about.

Free Tree

Speed Dating hosted by Stadt.Land.Inn

Christian and Nadine suggest that at the Speed Dating people sign up on the spot. There will 
probably be people at the festival who want to join spontaneously!

Daniela suggests to open the registration online beforehand - this makes it easier for us to 
arrange the participants into pairs. Dani also suggests that those interested can register in 
advance with a QR code. E.g. attach it to the tent.

Bettina added to plan enough time on site: it always gets longer than expected.

Registration online

If we also do the registration online, Christian suggests that we limit the number. Very important 
is the data protection regulation: The participants must agree to the data processing. It is best to 
delete it as soon as possible afterwards.
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Procedure Speed Dating

Duration about 90 minutes

30 minutes for registration on site & "match making

50 minutes speed dating = rows of 10, 5 minutes per couple 

10 minutes to get to know each other loosely afterwards

If there are few registrations, we can possibly win people beforehand at the Werewolf. If 
necessary, draw the attention of a few people in front of the tents.

Werewolves hosted by Stadt.Land.inn

We have 60 minutes. Nadine and Christian suggest to allow a maximum of 20 people. And 
maybe there will be a second round.

Dani: we still have to think of funny roles. So far only the
"Village Bitch" has been changed to "Multilocals" - this role can sleep with someone else every 
night. So the multilocal simply sleeps every night at someone else's place.
"Residence", or even with someone else. Suggestion 

additional roles Christian:

· Role 1: Village slut = Multilocal (the one(s))
· Role 2: Villager:in
· Role 3: Towns:in = Werewolf?
· Role 4: Seer:in - knows the megatrends of our time, is aware of social and technical 

innovations and can thus assess people and their roles
· Role 5: Witch:r - can demobilize (kill) someone, or give away a climate ticket (revive).
· Role 6: Hunter:in - when killed, she seeks interim tenant:in for her:his apartment in 

Vienna, and therefore takes someone out of the game
· Role 7: Kebab host:in - selects someone every day, who then can't say anything 

because of all the kebabs/vegetable loaves;
· Role 8: Lovers - kill everyone so they can be alone in all apartments and travel 

anywhere without traffic jams and reservations;



Free Tree: Questions for the organizing team

· How many seats in the tent?
· Share from our posting/homepage?
· Tickets for us?
· Which tent?

Update: we are with BOTH (speed dating and werewolves) in the chillout tent, not in the culture 
tent. Too bad, but also ok, I think. The info on the Siitzplätze does not exist so, but it is a 400m² 
tent where we can spread out halfway. All who are there get tickets, even weekend passes!

Considerations autumn
Next core team meeting is Sept. 21, 6 p.m.

If possible, then already with a maternity leave replacement. There you can get to know the 
new person and think through the activities together.
Christian said the person will be a great fit for the team and project.

Multi-location tours

Maria Hamann would like to do a tour with us in the Dorf.Labor and Michaelnbach in the fall. 
Since the team meeting is still in September, October at the earliest would be suitable for this.

The mulled wine tour was very classic last year, Nadine and Dani have described. Suggestion 
from Christian was that this year the mulled wine tour could be in Braunau: There is a beautiful 
Christmas market in the Palm Park.

And we could also hold the Stadt.Land.Tisch in Ried at the Glüweinstandl.


